
Composed of a durable and washable polyurethane body, ApuSylvi is a very 
heat and cold resistant knitting and sowing aid, which enables the ironing 
of the handiwork as well. The body is not affected by the use of sewing pins 
and needles and has a memory shape function which allows the product to 

return to its form even after being used as an ironing board.

Enabling handiwork for everyone!

- The ApuSylvi knitting and sowing aid
- 2 auxiliary bars for the aid
- Two rubber bands
- Ten big headed sewing pins
- An instructions manual

What the Package Contains:



1. Embroidery

2. Cross-stitch and Needlepoint 
Work

3. Crocheting

4. Needle Felting

5. Jewelry and Bead Embroidery

6. Scarf

Instructions for Using the 
ApuSylvi Sowing Aid



1. Embroidery

Tools and material needed:  
needlepoint needle and textile, bead or cotton thread

1a.  Fasten the textile to the ApuSylvi with sewing pins to the desired tightness.

1b. Start the embroidery according to a modeled instruction or according to  
 your own design.

2. Cross-stich and Needlepoint work

You can also use the Apusylvi upside down according to your preference. This 
way the textile can be fastened to the edges of the sowing aid which allows you 

to push the needle through the textile.



3. Crocheting

3a. Pull the thread underneath the auxiliary bar and make a loose knot to the  
 end of the thread. It will act as the first stitch.

3b. Attach the stich on top of the ApuSylvi with a sewing pin.

3c. Crochet a number of chain stiches and fasten them with sewing pins.

3d. Remove the sewing pins and turn the handiwork around. Tighten the thread  
 adequately and continue crocheting rounds of single crochets.

3e. After a round is done, turn the handiwork around.

3f. Use the sewing pins to attach the handiwork to the ApuSylvi when  
 necessary.

If you crochet using both hands 
you do not have to keep turning 
the handiwork around.

3f



5.Jewelry and Bead Embroidery
Tools and material needed: bead embroidery needle and thread, beads of your 
liking with sufficient holes in them.

The size of the needle needed is determined by the size of the hole in the 
beads. You can use thin rubber bands, silicone thread or embroidery threads to 
assemble the bead embroidery. Place the beads on a suitable underlay such as 
a small towel.

Thread the needle and tie a knot to the end of the thread. Fasten the knot 
onto the ApuSylvi with a sewing pin and start stringing the beads. Fasten the 
bead chain to the Apusylvi with sewing pins every once in a while until you have 
stringed enough beads. Close the beadstring by putting the needle through the 
starting bead, tighten and make a knot. Continue going through a few beads, 
making knots after each bead.

4. Needle Felting

Place the felting wool on top of the ApuSylvi and fasten it with sewing pins. 
Begin felting.



6. Scarf

Set odd number of warp yarns over ApuSylvi. Pull auxiliary bars under the 
elastic bands and over the warp yarns, to secure the yarns in position. 
If needed, also tighten the ApuSylvi rubber bands.

Support the auxiliary bars in place with few pins.

Thread with big twine needle, crochet hook or with glove needle.

Thread every other time over and every other under, and complete the scarf.



www.apusylvi.fi

If you have any questions or com-
ments regarding the product, I’ll be 

glad to answer them.

Pirkko Suvanto
041 4428121




